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On this episode of Cultivating Second Chair Leaders we will
discuss the topic of Learn and Live Scripture and what that looks like for Jennifer Hills
(@jenhills), a ministry professional who started a missional community in her
neighborhood. She learned about this concept from our second guest, Greg Finke
(@gregfinke), the author of “Joining Jesus on His Mission” and founder of Dwelling 114
(@dwelling114).
Quotes for Reflection
● “It’s always about who we are as Christians and how significant that is to be a child
of God, and the power we yield as changemakers in this world, not just for
ourselves, but for our neighbor.” - Jennifer Hills
● “Jesus cared about people more than he cared about tradition.” - Jennifer Hills
How does that shape your view of the Bible and its truth?
● “‘Love your neighbor’ is not a memory verse or a lyric to a song. It’s an invitation
from Jesus to put an action verb into action for the good of others.” - Greg Finke
Scripture for Reflection
● Matthew 18:20
● John 1:14
● Luke 6:39-40
● Matthew 13 - The Parable of the Sower
Engagement Questions/Next Steps
● Jesus was with his people: at meals, traveling, celebrations and grief in community.
What small change can we make in our daily rhythms to live more like Jesus?
● What do you appreciate about your team and opportunities for collaboration?
● Blindspot - Is studying what Jesus says the same as doing what Jesus says?
● Create a self-identified plan for 1) Seeking the Kingdom, 2) Loving our neighbors,
and 3) Supporting each other with encouragement and accountability. Share it with
a friend or teammate and pray for your next steps.

We would love to hear insight from your discussion. You can send an email to
emily@kindleservantleaders.org and we may share your story in the future!
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